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ABSTRACT  

One of the main keys to scientific development is data availability. Not only is the data easily discovered and downloaded, there's 

also needs for the data to be easily reused. Geothermal researchers, research institutions and industries are the three main stakeholders 

to foster data sharing and data reuse. Very expensive deep well datasets as well as advanced logging datasets are very important not 

only for exploitation purposes but also for the community involved, e.g., for regional planning or common environmental analyses. 

In data sharing, we have four principles of F.A.I.R data. Principle 1 Findable: data uploaded to open repository with proper data 

documentations and data schema, Principle 2 Accessible: removed access restrictions such as user id and password for easy 

downloads. In case of data from commercial entities, embargoed data is permitted with a clear embargo duration and data request 

procedure, Principle 3 Interoperable: all data must be prepared in a manner for straightforward data exchange between platforms, 

Principle 4 Reusable: all data must be submitted using common conventional file format, preferably text-based file (e.g., `csv` or 

`txt`) therefore it can be analyzed using various software and hardware. The fact that geothermal industries are packed with for-profit 

motivations and capital intensive would give even more reasons to embrace data sharing. It would be a good way for them to share 

their role in supporting society. The contributions from multiple stakeholders are the most essential part in science development. In 

the context of the commercial industry, data sharing is a form of corporate social responsibility (CSR). It shouldn't be defined only 

as giving out funding to support local communities. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

One of the main keys to scientific development is data availability1. Not only is the data easily discovered and downloaded, there's 

also a need for the data to be easily reused2. Geothermal researchers, research institutions and industries are the three main 

stakeholders to foster data sharing and data reuse34, as subsurface data are very expensive to get, especially deep well datasets. 

However, such data are not only needed for geothermal exploration and exploitation itself, but they are also important for regional 

planning or common environmental analyses. Provincial and local level governments are lacking thematic spatial datasets to help 

them make regional development plans that could lead to disasters, e.g., planning a settlement area which is prone to tsunamis or has 

potential of mud volcano build ups.    

To tackle such problems, a data sharing policy is needed. In this paper, we are proposing a model of data sharing among geothermal 

stakeholders, to bring more benefit for the society. Table 1 shows examples of data types, funders, and beneficiaries. 

Table 1: Examples data types, funders, direct and extended beneficiary of the data 

No Example of data types Funders Direct beneficiary Extended beneficiary 

1 Geological maps Government related governmental bodies wider governmental bodies 

Private companies private companies who give the 

funding 

provincial and/or local level 

government 

  provincial and/or local level 

government 

  educational sector 

  common public 

2 Drilling data Private companies private companies who give the 

funding 

national/provincial/local level 

government 

other private companies 

educational sector 

common public 

3 Water quality data Government related governmental bodies wider governmental bodies 
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Private companies private companies who give the 

funding 

provincial and/or local level 

government 

  provincial and/or local level 

government 

  educational sector 

  common public 

 

2. OVERVIEW 

2.1 The basics of F.A.I.R data 

In data sharing, we have four principles of F.A.I.R data56. Principle 1 Findable: data uploaded to open repository with proper data 

documentations and data schema, Principle 2 Accessible: removed access restrictions such as user ID and password for easy 

downloads. In case of data from commercial entities, embargoed data is permitted with a clear embargo duration and data request 

procedure, Principle 3 Interoperable: all data must be prepared in a manner for straightforward data exchange between platforms, 

Principle 4 Reusable: all data must be submitted using common conventional file format, preferably text-based file (e.g., `csv` or 

`txt`) therefore it can be read using general software on minimum specification hardware. Those four principles should be converted 

into technical guidance which is simple and easy to understand and to follow.  

Based on our short evaluation on Garuda, Indonesia’s Scientific Database created by the Ministry of Ristekbrin, generally there are 

only a very small portion of documents providing FAIR data. We are still conducting a detailed evaluation (Figure 1) to provide 

numbers.    

 

Figure 1: The general situation of data sharing in Indonesia 

 

2.2 Open access repositories 

In the field of geoscience there are notably open access repositories, that are usable to store data as well (see Table 2). The full list 

can be visited in several repository aggregators like r3data:  

(https://www.re3data.org/search?subjects[]=34%20Geosciences%20(including%20Geography))  

and OpenDOAR: 

(https://v2.sherpa.ac.uk/cgi/search/repository/advanced?screen=Search&repository_name_merge=ALL&repository_name=&reposi

tory_org_name_merge=ALL&repository_org_name=&content_types_merge=ANY&content_subjects=6&content_subjects_merge

=ANY&org_country_browse_merge=ALL&org_country_browse=&satisfyall=ALL&order=preferred_name&_action_search=Sear

ch). Some of the repositories are general repositories (for any fields of science) and some of them are subject specific. Aside from 

the following public repositories, please note that geothermal companies usually also have their own closed dataset. 

Based on the types of submission and access we can find various combinations depending on the funding sources of a repository. For 

repositories funded by the government they would be likely to open submission and open access for the public. Variation occurs 

https://www.re3data.org/search?subjects%5B%5D=34%20Geosciences%20(including%20Geography)
https://v2.sherpa.ac.uk/cgi/search/repository/advanced?screen=Search&repository_name_merge=ALL&repository_name=&repository_org_name_merge=ALL&repository_org_name=&content_types_merge=ANY&content_subjects=6&content_subjects_merge=ANY&org_country_browse_merge=ALL&org_country_browse=&satisfyall=ALL&order=preferred_name&_action_search=Search
https://v2.sherpa.ac.uk/cgi/search/repository/advanced?screen=Search&repository_name_merge=ALL&repository_name=&repository_org_name_merge=ALL&repository_org_name=&content_types_merge=ANY&content_subjects=6&content_subjects_merge=ANY&org_country_browse_merge=ALL&org_country_browse=&satisfyall=ALL&order=preferred_name&_action_search=Search
https://v2.sherpa.ac.uk/cgi/search/repository/advanced?screen=Search&repository_name_merge=ALL&repository_name=&repository_org_name_merge=ALL&repository_org_name=&content_types_merge=ANY&content_subjects=6&content_subjects_merge=ANY&org_country_browse_merge=ALL&org_country_browse=&satisfyall=ALL&order=preferred_name&_action_search=Search
https://v2.sherpa.ac.uk/cgi/search/repository/advanced?screen=Search&repository_name_merge=ALL&repository_name=&repository_org_name_merge=ALL&repository_org_name=&content_types_merge=ANY&content_subjects=6&content_subjects_merge=ANY&org_country_browse_merge=ALL&org_country_browse=&satisfyall=ALL&order=preferred_name&_action_search=Search
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when the funding comes from the private sector. Only members of the organization can submit documents. They can then limit the 

access to their members or open the access for the public (Figure 2).   

Table 2: Examples of general and subject specific open access repositories 

N

o 

Name of repository Country Access General/spe

cific 

Link to portal Lead organization Organization's 

website 

1 International Earth Data 

Alliance 

USA OA Specific https://www.ieda

data.org/ 

Lamont-Doherty Earth 

Observatory 

https://www.ldeo.c

olumbia.edu/ 

2 Earth and Space Science 

Open Archive 

USA OA Specific https://www.esso

ar.org/ 

American Geophysical 

Union 

https://www.agu.or

g/ 

3 Repositori Ilmiah Nasional 

(RIN LIPI) 

Indonesia OA Specific http://rin.lipi.go.i

d/ 

LIPI http://lipi.go.id/ 

4 Goddard Earth Sciences 

Data and Information 

Services Center 

USA OA Specific https://disc.gsfc.n

asa.gov/ 

NASA https://nasa.gov 

5 National Oceanography 

Centre 

UK OA Specific https://www.bod

c.ac.uk/about/wh

at_is_bodc/ 

British Oceanic Data 

Centre 

https://www.bodc.

ac.uk/  

6 Pangea Germany OA Specific https://www.pan

gaea.de/ 

Alfred Wegener 

Institute, Helmholtz 

Center for Polar and 

Marine Research 

(AWI) and the Center 

for Marine 

Environmental 

Sciences, University of 

Bremen (MARUM) 

https://www.awi.d

e/ 

7 

4TU.ResearchData 

The 

Netherlan

ds 

OA Specific https://data.4tu.nl

/ 

4TU.Federation https://www.4tu.nl/

en/ 

8 Zenodo Switzerlan

d 

OA GENERAL/s

pecific 

https://zenodo.or

g 

CERN https://home.cern/ 

99 National Geothermal Data 

System 

USA OA Specific https://data.geoth

ermaldata.org/ 

US Department of 

Energy 

US Geological Survey 

Southern Methodist 

University 

https://www.geoth

ermaldata.org/ 

 

10 Geothermal Data 

Repository 

USA OA Specific https://gdr.openei

.org/home 

US Department of 

Energy 

https://www.energ

y.gov/ 

 

 

Figure 2: The categories of earth science/geoscience repositories based on submission and access   
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2.3 Mapping of stakeholders in geothermal research and development in Indonesia 

In this paper we only discuss a few stakeholders that are directly involved in research and development of geothermal energy in 

Indonesia (Figure 3). These stakeholders are generally available in most geothermal resource producing countries. It should be noted 

that every geothermal and power industry maintains an exploration and development department that also produces datasets. 

Indonesia’s government at national and provincial levels also has research institutes that usually collaborate with academic and 

independent research institutions to work on geothermal exploration and/or exploitation. 

 

Figure 3: The general stakeholders of geothermal industry 

 

3. PROPOSED IMPLEMENTATION 

3.1 Flow of data  

We propose the following flow of data: 

1. Datasets from governmental bodies:  

a. storage location: 

i. stored in an internal repository or 

ii. stored in a public repository managed by government institution (e.g., Repositori Ilmiah Nasional - 

RIN which is managed by PDDI-LIPI) 

b. status of the datasets: immediately released to public as open access data 

2. Datasets from private sectors:    

a. storage location: 

i. stored in an internal repository or 

ii. stored in a public repository managed by government institution (e.g., Repositori Ilmiah Nasional - 

RIN which is managed by PDDI-LIPI) 

iii. stored in an internal repository and then sent to public repository after passing the embargo period (see 

status of datasets) 

b. status of the datasets: 

i. embargoed: the datasets are opened limited to members of the organization and released to public after 

passing the embargo period (usually in two years period), 

ii. immediately open access: the datasets are immediately released to the public. 

Figure 4 summarizes the types of submission and access that we could apply to a repository. This would largely depend on the policy 

of the data creator, especially the economic implications of the data when it is shared publicly online, for example, in exploration of 

new potential locations. 

 

Figure 4: The types of submission and access of data repositories 
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3.2 Resources needed  

There are at least four resources that should be made available upon creating a data repository. The first resource would be a proper 

Research Data Management Plan/Policy. There are many references, even templates to create this document. However the members 

of an organisation should agree to the plan and they’re able to propose changes in later development (Figure 5). The policy would 

then be converted to the funding allocated in creating the repository. The funding would be important in the determination of storage 

size7, selection of software (proprietary or open source)8, and manpower to manage the data after submission (data stewardship)9. 

However, we would recommend the following principles: to create a simple policy, to use common hardware specifications and open 

source software, and to maximum dissemination. 

 

Figure 5: Resources need in creating a data repository 

 

3.3 Potential barriers 

Several studies have mentioned the barriers and drivers in data sharing10 11 12 13 14, including capturing views from geoscientists15. 

The results barriers are generally the same between different fields of science. Most of scientists are questioning the following aspects: 

data ownership, long term preservation, legal issues (misuse of data), incompatible data types, data scooping, more to do but lack of 

incentives, which one to publish first (paper or data), don’t know why and how they do it. We lack the potential drivers to overcome 

the barriers. However, those above-mentioned studies have also mentioned education and training as the most important solution. 

Such training should introduce and develop new perceptions in the scientific community: (1) That data should be published 

independently from the report or research papers. (2) To add some textual documentation, researchers could publish data papers. 

Papers about data could be presented from ideas, data collecting, or data processing. Such a decision would enrich the context of the 

company report or published paper itself. (3) The publication of research data would increase the value of the data that in the end 

would add the value of the institution to common society. This would move us closer toward data sharing culture in geoscience16.  

7. CONCLUSIONS 

The fact that geothermal industries are packed with for-profit motivations and capital intensive would give even more reasons to 

embrace data sharing. It would be a good way for them to share their role in supporting society. The contributions from multiple 

stakeholders are the most essential part in science development. In the context of the commercial industry, data sharing is another 

impactful form of corporate social responsibility (CSR) in addition to the tradition giving away money; it shouldn't be defined only 

as giving out funding to support local communities. 
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